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The adaptability of the differential analyzer in solving
the turbo prop control syalmi problem was investigated in this study,
and soiue of the more fundaraental results which are obtainable by this
method or ^preach are herein presented.
The basic control assumption used in this investigation was
that rotational speed be governed by blade angle o Temperature was
neglected, and fuel flovf was considered as a step input resulting in
an instantaneous increase in torque.
It was found that ai' equate response at a given operating
condition could be obtained by assuming blade angle e function of off-
sneed and integral of offspeed, ^--t other operating conditions, however,
there v/^js a v;ide variation in response. This variation- in response vjas
reduced by requiring blade angle to vary, in addition to the previous
assumptions, as the derivative of the offspeed.
It v;as concluded that the differential analj-zer has definite
merit for application to this control j:roblem, both for analysis and for
possible actual installation as the c.;ntrolling unit.
This investigation is but an infant's step tov^ard a very adult
problem. Additional and amplifying procedures and nethods of approach,






Analysis of the clieiracteristics of power plants av&ilable
for the propulsion of aircraft clearly indicates the place for the
turbo-prop power plant. The highly developed reciprocating engine
has proven itself in the speed rcjic® ^P "to 400 hTRo The turbo-jet
would seem to be the ansi,\rer viftiere very high speed, 550 I.-rH and above,
is specified; but this high speed is accompanied with the disadventaeo
of short range due to the hi^;h fuel consuiaption of the turbo-jet engine.
The turbo-prop power plant fills the speed gap bet^veen 400 and 550 ivo-H
and in addit ion, excellent range can be obtained. Ifith the development
of the supersonic propeller, the speed of ttirbo-prop pw/ered elrcr-aft
might well reach that of turbo-jet pov/ered craft. TIixxb the need for
the turbo-prop power plant is apparent, both for conanercial and mili-
tary operations.
Tiie turbo-prop power plant consists essentially of a £b.s
turbine driving a propeller throiv'.h reduction gearing. The control
probJem for such a systera is inherently complez because of the number
c£ variables which enter into the problem and the interrelation of the
variables. The five primary variables are Engine Speed, Torque,

Tei,iiieral3are , Fuel Flow, and Propeller Blade iingle . In addition, •
maximum aneine efficiency is attained at nearly maxirium alloviable
turbine speed and tenroerature, thereby requiring operation in a
regime havii^ narrwr control limitations on certain of the variables.
The ultimate requirornent for a turbo-prop control system
is that the pilot be able to select a desired value of paver, without
excoeding any of the design limitations of the power plant cccTOononts,
A gi^at amount of research is at present being conducted in an attempt
to obtain such a control systeci*
In References 1, 2 and 3, a general discussion of the control
requirements for turbo-prop power plants is eiven. In Ref. 4, the
adaptability of the electronic differential analyzer to the analysis
of the requirements of the control systan is discussed. In Ref. 5, the
utility of the electronic differential analyzer for obtaining solutions
to engineering problems is considered, and a complete description of the
type analyzer used in this investigation is given.
It was the purpose of this investigation, in addition to giving
ihe authors practice in the use of the electronic analyzer, to carry out
a study of tho basic requireiients of the control syston for a turbo-prop
power plant. Since tiie purpose did not Include the design of such a
systaa, a fUndaitjental approach has been attempted throughout. The method
follov/ed was to start ^rtth an initial, simplified equation representing
the basic characteristics of the turbo-prop pov/er plant, and to add to the
initial system, as time allowed, certain functions .vhich would improve
the response characteristics of the control system.
It is regretted that due to time limitations, a more complete
investigation could not be madeo
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I - Moment of inertia of the engine
e
2
I /i - Ivfoment of inertia of the propeller referred
to the engine

Q, - Instantaneous aerodynamic torque absorbed by
a.
the propeller
Q - Instantaneous net eiagine torque (equals %.-Q. )
- Instantaneous engine torque delivered to the
reduction gears
0. - Instantaneous torque to propeller from reduction
gears
(.1 -C) ) - Instantaneous torque available for acceleration
of the engine
(^-«-Q ) - Instantaneous torque available for acceleration
PP a
of the propeller
q = Ovve'^^e " Difference between instantaneous and steady
state toro^ue to reduction gears
i = -^^^p - Reduction gear ratio
UX, - Rotation speed
j^ - Blade angle







%-'Ve - ^e (dJif/dt)
Also; d^dt = d(^e-yig)/dt
dil^dt = a{Jlp-Jlf )Mt
Steiady State
S% - S'p/^




derivati ve is zero

Development of engine equation:
Ifete: Constent density ratio, temperature ratio,
and flight velocity assumed here and also in





Therefore, the engine equation is:
I, <^U.-y.VJt = C.^,M ^ C,^, ^^^ -*. (I)




<?^ = (?1 f i. C^^^ Jjli -i-u. Cf^JjB
^




Therefore the propeller equation is:
r^, J r-«.-^.V« = t - '^r^t ^-^^ -^C^-^- (2)
Development of combined equation:o sQ iiio ; /A\
X^^» J (Ae -jL*e Vit = ^ - C^^e ^-^^ -^Ffii^i^)
Eliminating q and substituting differences for differentials:




DATA ON Tiil T. G. 100, TUHBO-FROP MGE^
For purposes of this investigation, operating data on the
Genecral Electric T. G. 100 turbo-prop engine, as presented in Ref . 6,
was used exclusiyely since ttiis was tiie only data available to the
authors in an unrestricted form. The fact that the T. G, 100 is
essentially a constait speed eisglne, does not reduce its value as
representative of a turbo-prop engljie, but does simplify the control
probl an to some extent o In a variable speed engine, a new engine speed
accorapanies each new power plant output called for, in order to operate
at maximum system efficiency. This affects the control system problem
in that this new engine speed would have to be called for, or scheduled.
Fbr this investigation, a flight velocity of 300 ilEE was
assximed for Step I; end for Step II, velocities of 100, 300, and 500
MEH were assumed; all at a fuel flow rate of 1400 Ibs/hr and at sea
level. In order to evalxiete tiie coefficients for the equation repre-
senting the power plant, the values of total shaft horsepower listed
in Table I were obtained from Figure OA of Section 24, Ref. 6, repro-
duced in this report as Figure 2. The friction loss was obtained from
Figure 23 of Section 23, Ref. 6, and subtracted from tlie total shaft

horsepower thus obtaining the Engine Shaft horeepaver i^^], Thia
was tlBn cx/n verted to engine torque ( '^ ) *
yjlQfi.Lbs. orn.
zn(SlQ^RPA^) J . A plot of Engine Torque
( <i ) versus Engine Speed (/l^) vdth fuel flow rate ( v/ ) as parameter
was then made for 100, 300 and 500 ITE flight velocities in" Figures 3,
4 and 5 respectively. Itie slope of these curves gives the coefficient
C/» =IT-Tr I for the operating condition (vel ;city, and engine
pov;er) chosen. The value of ^^s.^ for flight velocities of 100, 300
aid 500 ].TH at sea level and w of 1400 IbsAr are given in Table III.
The polar lODment of inertia of the rotating elements of the
engine (turbine, compressor rotor, reduction gearing, and accessories)
2






C^ (Power Coefficient) = - ^^i"
/^ a mass density"- of air (slugs per cubic foot).
/!%, = propeller rotational speed (revolutions per second).
= propeller diameter (feet).
\/ = airspeed (feet per second).
jS = blade angle (degrees) at 0,75 propeller radius.
Since there wras no available information on the propeller
intended for use v/ith the T. 0. 100 engine, it was necessary to select
a suitable one. The best infomation available on propellers suitable
for this type installation v/as found in Ref . 7. The theory as presented
in Ref. 8 was utilized in conjunction with Ref. 7 to determine the most
suitable propeller possible.
Ref. 7 contains info imat ion only on ten foot diameter propel-
lers. Of the propellers considered, the one finally determined as
capable of absorbing the engine power available was a six wide blade, dual
rotating tractor propeller, the characteristics of vThich ere given in
Figure 16 of Ref. 7, reproduced as Figure 6 of this report. In order to
check the suitability of this propeller, combinations of flight speed,
in

engine power, and engine RH5 v;ere selected at sea level, and
—
p. and
Co computed. Entering Figure 6 with these values of JL and Co
,
points
indicating /^ and propeller efficiency were determined. Plotting a
nUBiber of these points for speeds of 100, 300 and 500 LITE indicated that
at 500 lilPH the points were to the left of inaxiimim efficiency, While for
500 IilPH, the points were to the right. This phenomena was caused by too
large a variation in J^ due to the fact that an initial basic premise
/HO
was constant engine rotational velocity for 'steady-state operationo
This loss of propeller efficiency was disregarded because, for the pur-
pose of this analysis
,
only adequate power absorption of the propeller
is important, not power output. Since this situation does exist, however,
it is inplied that even though an engine of itself gives maximum economy
at full rated RPM, a simultaneous schedule of fuel flow and RHi instead
of fuel flo\7 only, is necessary to compensate for the loss in efficiency
of the propeller.
Having decided th£it the propeller was acceptable, the arguments
V
for Table II were obtained from Figure 6 by entering this Figure with^^
and reading off Cp for various^ • From this table, Figures 7 through
Figire 12 were constructed for tlie three speeds selected for analysis.




withy^ as parameter. The purpose of these curves is simply to enable
deteiT:i nation of Ca^ and Cr,^ for each operating condition analyzed so
that these coefficients mi^ht be inserted in the general differential
equation representing the system, C^ and C^ ere slopes at the par-
ticular operating condition, being equal to (f^^/^^)^ oxAl^^/^/^-^tU ,
respectively. The coefficients for flight speeds of 100, 300, and 500
ICPH at sea level and w of 1400 Ibs/hr are tabulated in Tabl6 III.
11

One other quantity needed is the monent of inertia of the
propeller, ^ilhether of the solid aluminum alloy or hollow steel type,
the result was essentially the saae. One method of approach ie illus-
trated in Ref . 8, and is applicable to aluminum alloy blades. The
2




m^ jSLECTRONIC DlFFEmimiML hlh^YZm
A complete, detailed description of the electronic differ-
ential analyzer used in this investigation is given in Ref . 5, and
therefore will not he repeated herein. In general 1iie analyzer con-
sists of plxig-in feedback arnlifier units vihich by simple external
changes in connection can be used for integration, differentiation,
multiplication and division by constcaits, sumnati on aid sign changing.
For recording data, the desired outputs from the analyzer
v/ere fed into Brush, Ivfodel BL-913 direct current amplifiers (nodified),
Uie output of v;hich -.vas fed into a t/ro-channel Brush, ^bdel BL-202,
magnetic t„ne, recording oscilloGraph.





Ttie basic equation representing tlie power plant is equation
(3) (see Section III A above).
= €.„/"*-"*') . (3)
Jor purposes of analysis, a new variable is introduced, i.e.;
e = (^^ ^^^)
y
Substituting © in equation (3), the basic equation beccsnes:
If it is now assumed that the propeller pitch control changes
propeller pitch at a rate proportional to the engine offspeed, thai

vrfiecre k, is the governor proportionality constant. This type of
control on propeller pitch will be termed "integral control on^^ ".
Substituting this value of [S^A*) in equation (4), the
follomng second order differential equation is obtained:
-Analysis of the engine and propeller curves, Figure 3 through
Figure 12, indicates that the coefficients of equation (5) remain prac-
tically constant over a reasonable rimge of operation, the inertia term
naturally remaining constant.
If tiie coefficients are considered as constant, equation (6)
is ccmparabifi to the standard single degree of freedom vibratory equation
a^e -^ a., e -V- A^ = -fCt)
^
Ti&iere Q^^ = \^c "^ r/<.*J is the inertia or mass teim,
^/ ^ L^pJlfi ^
-Aarj i^ ^^ damping tern,
and ^0 ~ L t^ J ^^ ^® spring constant term.
The kno-wn procedure for the analysis of liiis type equation can now be
followed,
(A) Step 1.
As indicated in Ref. 3, the natural damping term
^Q^/ifc-Ce- )
of the system is insufficient for adeqioate response.
The natural daaping was therefore augmented by requiring the




derivative of engine offspeed, in addition to the engine offspeedo
*^
* *
The basic equation after substitution then beccmes
lOT pxirposes of analysis, it is convenient to consider the
ri^ht side of equation (8) as a step input of engine torque (q^ )
resulting from a step input of fuel flow rate (<i^ - l*'^ ); and then to
determine the response characteristics of the system due to such a step
Input, It is considered that this is a conservative approach, since
the effect of an actual change in fuel flew rate, involving necessarily
a finite rate of change, would represent a less stringent condition.
The basic equation, equation (8), can now be expressed as
re «.jt = [^X^ -« ^f>/^^\ is the inearfcia term,whe
tf-i = L^f-^e " *-*Ae "*" ^ «*'| is the augmented darrg^ing term,
(j^^ s 1 ^fia '^i J ^ *^® spring constant term.
IG

Various values of desTxping ratio ( j ~ ^y^J^e^ji) were next
assumed; and for each value of danping ratio, various values of the
natural undamped frequency (^^ =J«.-/a^y of the system were assumed.
Since the value of the inertia terra (a ) is known and remains constant,
the value of the damping tern [e.^ ] and the spring constant tena (a )
X O
could be determined for each combination of
J^
end <4»v chosen: i.e.
.,= •^15 JO^O^J, .
For iiiis part of the investigation, a cruising operating
condition at sea level was assumed, v;ith a flight velocity (V ) of 300
MPS md fuel flow rate (w ) of 1400 Ibs/hr. For this .condition, the
values of 0^ , C- , and G^^ had previously been determined and the
values listed in Table III. It was then possible to evaluate the pro-
portionality constants k-. and kg, since
Far completeness of information, the value of the natural
danped frequency {<»)) of the system for each combi:uition of ^ and <J^ was
deterrnined by u) = u)^ // -
^J* ,
The values of a , a^, k, , and k^ for the combinations of ^ and
tOt^ chosen are given in Table IV. The reciprocals of the coefficients
are also giveii since they are used in the analyzer set up.

All coefficients having been determined, the differential
analyzer v;as set up. The diagram, of the analyzer circuit is given in
Fi^ire 18. itoplifiers A. through A are used to solve the basic
equation (equation (9)1; vdiile amplifiers A_ and A^ were added to solve
the engine equation (equation (1)) for q, in order to record this variaible.
The step input of torque due to change in fuel flow rate (^^, ) was applied
as a battery voltage across the inputs to amplifiers Ap and A- when liie
su/itch S was closed. An example of the record of a typical step input
(<*'^, ) on the Brush recorder is given in Figure 19.
In order to stay within the voltage limitations of the ampli-
fiers (approximately 0,5 volts to 100 volts), it was necessary to change
certain input and feedback amplifier resistances by factors of ten.
This resulted in socie of the variables recorded being different from the
actual values by a multiplication factor, the factor being indicated in
Figure 18. A correction for this factor was made when the recorded data
was reduced.
The outputs of amplifiers A^, (-/^^--^e ); A (6); Ag {/'^ );
and Aq, (q) were recorded.
For each combination of ^ and<-J/i,» "ttiQ proper coefficients, as
given in Table IV, were inserted in the analyzer in the proper position,
as indicated in Figure 18.
A step input, <^^/^, was then applied for each combination and
If
Brush oscillogr^h traces taken of the response of the variables {-^e "-^e)*
(q.)» [y^ Z/^ U aiid (*)• The recorded oscillograph traces are shown in




As v/111 be seen from the results of tiiia step, the response
of the control system varies over a wide range with changes in flight
velocity if the type of propeller p;f.tcai control deacribed in Step 1 is
employed. If for instance, the proportionality constants k, and Tn-
are chosen to give proper response at 300 l.iPH, then these same constants
coupled with the coefficients corresponding to a different speed cause
less danping at lower fli^t velocities and mare danping at hi^er
velocities. This change in response with change in speed is illustrated
by the 0% D.C, curve of Figure 30. (% D.C. refers to the percent deriv-
ative control used end is defined later on in this section). It would
be desirable if the control system could provide approximately constant
optimura response over the complete range of flight velocity. To
approach this result we -.rtll -therefore require the propeller pitch
control to change pitch at a rate proportional to the second derivative
of the engine offspeed in addition to the reqxiirements of Step 1. Thus
where k^ is another propeller pitch control proportionality constant.
o




^ain subatituting in equation (3), the basic equation for Step 2
becomes
^ C^^K e = g^M.^
^
where o.^^ ^ £^tf '' ^-»' '*' ^^ ^jj is the inertia term,
A« ~ L^i^m ' ^<yi "*" ^Fja^i ^^ *^® damping term,
^ =; iT Cj5>^ /:, J is the spring constant term.
It is seen that the addition of derivative control on^ can
be considered as an addition to the inertia term (ag) of equation (10),
thus giving a new "effective* inertia. The basic equation remains in
"fee form of the staadard vibratory equation and can be analyzed In a
manner similar to that used in Step 1.
An xmdamped natural frequency {<J ) of 5 rad/sec was now arbi-
trarily chosen as representative of this type power plant at an operating
condition of 300 1/TH, and a damping ratio (^) of 0.6 was chosen as an
optimum overall value at this speed. Since the derivative control on
jS can be considered to change tlie inertia term (a ) of equation (10),
tiie procedure follaved was to increase the value of the inertia term
by convenient percentages, i.e. 100%, 2005^, and 300%. This percent
increase was termed percent derivative control, and is abbreviated here-
after as »% D.C.
"
In order to cover the complete range of flight velocities,
three representative operating conditions were chosen, i.e. low velocity
of 100 MPH, cruising velocity of 300 I>SHi, and high velocity of 500 2^E; ,
20

all at sea level and a fuel flow rate of 1400 Ibs/hTo Ttie determina-
tion of the values of the coefficienta C*. , Cp_^
,
and C^ for these
operating conditions has already been described, and the values ar5
given in Table III.
By maintaining <f c ,6 and 4) » 5 for all values of ?b L/. u. for
*' n
the 300 I.IPH operating condition, it was possible to determine the values
of k^, kg, k„, and a^, a^, a^ for each case,
^ ' r







«-, ~ C^jte + Ce^e
^2
""tA
The calculated values of a
,
a. , a^, Ic, , kg, and k^ for flight
velocity of 300 LtPH are given in Table V.
The values of k, , k^, and kj, thus detenained for each % D,C,
for the 300 I«!FH operating condition vrere used for the corresponding % D.C.
at the other flight velocities chosen. It v/as than possible to calculate
the coefficients (a , a., o.-) of the basic equation at each % D.C. and




o = "fy^iP.A ^1
^2 "
*Jn = */**/^A
Ths values determined for these tv/o operating conditions
are also given in Table Vo
In Figure 20, a plot was made of J 73 flicbt velocity (V^)
to sliov/ the theoretical effect of derivative control on the damping
ratio.
The coefficients of the basic equation having been determined
for all coabinations of operating conditions and % D.O. chosen, the
resTionse of the system to a step input of torque (q^,^,) was obtained using
the aialyzer in the same manner as described for Step 1, the sane vari-
ables being recorded. Ihe modified analyzer circuit diagram is given in






From liie oscillOBrE5)h of the four variables recorded, the
maximum aid steady stete deviations in millimeters, slope in the case
of^
,
and frequency and time to damp were obtainedo These measure-
ments in millimeters v/ere translated into voltages by applying the
calibration data and attenuator settings on the recorders, eaid also
the multiplication factors made necessary by the voltage limitations
of the analyzer amplifiers. ISiese voltage magnitudes v/ero then equal
quantitatively to tlie value of the variable measured. Hie values of
frequency ond time to denip were difficult to obtain from the traces
and therefore the absolute values given can be considered only approxi-
mate. Values of frequency not listed in tixe tables were impossible to
measiiro from the traces. -An example of the method used in the reduction
of data is given in Section VII, Sample Calculations.
Step 1. Results
Step 1 was based on an original steady state torque of about
65^ powero The step input of torque was 63,5 ft. lbs. or equivalent to
rougaly a 10% change in power based on the original steady state power.
This corresponds to about a 6.5^ change based on maximum power. Since
23

tlie coofficienta of the differential equation for the system change
only aL ightly with change in output of the engine, the equation can
be assumed linear for all values of torque at one airspeed without
too much error. For instance, if a jump from 65^ to 100% torque were
desirable, the results tabulated oould be multiplied by 100-65/6. 5» 5.
4
to give fairly good approximations of response.
In this step, it was assumed that^ was a function of the
integral of the offspeed and the offspeed. The traces taken are pre-
sented in Figure 14 through Figure 17, and ore arranged to show the
effect on response of changes in »f and **>_• Only relative and not
quantitative con5)8risons of maximum and steady state values of ^Af and
© shovm on the traces may be made, due to the necessity of having dif-
ferent attenuation and calibration values set on the recorders. Ihis
was necessary in order to get traces of reasonable size. The reduced
data is given in Table IV, and Figure 25 was drawn from the tabulated
values.
Figure 25 shDws the effect on maximum response values of q,
-'^Et^ and a;^ of varying damping ratio {5) and natural undamped fre-
quency (**^_)» It is seen that increasing <J results in lower maximum
values of torque and engine offspeed, end higher maximum values c£
^
end sL^ . Increasing ^f , in general, decreases the maximum values of
the variables plotted except for
-^ in viftilch case the reverse is true.
In an actual control system, there would naturally be limits
on the maximum allowable or obtainable
-j^ end t^w • These limitations
WDuld partially define the design problem which oould be solved by
selecting proportionality constants (k, and kg) to obtain the necessary
K and**J for adequate response.
24

r^-1 was not ccaisidered previously in this investigation
due to the inability of measuring this quantity in all cases from the
Ji traces. Several approcjciiiiate values were obtained from the JJ = ,3
traces;
These average values ivere obtained from high speed traces
(not included) by dividing /j^) by the tine intervcl necessary to
reach (t^^^^j, • All values of ^^ could have been obtained in this
fashion using the differential analyzer by merely changing the time base
of the sj-Btem or by setting up the systeii to record tliis varic-ble.
It is understood that a typical systera nov; in use would at
lea.st be capable of a ^^ of 10 /sec. in .03 sec. and therefore a
-r^ of 333 /sec . Such values, once determined from the propeller
gavernor chcjracteristics, could be set on the differential analyzer.
Step 2. Results
Step 2 was based on an original steady state torque of about
65'4i power at 300 iiilPH, The step input of torque was 52 ft. lbs. or
equivalent to roughly an 8, a change in power based on the original steady
state power at 300 L-IfH, These percentages varied sli^litly with change
pfi

in speed, due to maintaining constant fuel flow instead of constant
torque throuehout the speed rcm^e. The coraments made for Step 1
regarding linear assumptions apply here also.
In this step, derivative control on^ was added to the pre-
vious requiroraents of the propeller pitch control to compensate for
clian£:e3 in system response with changes in flight velocity.
Ftoo. Figure 20, it may be seen that, theoretically, damping
ratio, and therefore system response, can be made to approach a con-
stant optimum value for the complete range of flight velocities by the
addition of the proper aiiount of derivative control. The oscillograph
traces for this step are presented in Figure 21 through Figure 24, in
a form which shows tlie effect of changing flight velocity at any 5« D.C.;
end also the effect of increasing the ?b D.C. at any chosen fli^t
velocity » It is seen frcan these figures that the results agree vdth
those predicted theoretically.
The reduced data for this sten is riven in Table V, and
Figure 26 v;as dra;m from the tabulated values,
Frooi Figure 26, it is seen that by increasing the i^ D.C, the
peak displacaient of the viriatles is decreased for all flight velocities.
The advantage of such attonuatxcn axe apparent. For instance, by decreas-
ing the transient overshoot of torque, excessive reduction gear loads can
be prevented.
It is noted from the response ofytf , as seen in Figure 23,
that very large initial values of propeller pitch velocity and accelera-
tion are indicated, follov/ed by lesser values of propeller pitc]> velocity.
The lesser values of £& are indicated in Figure 26, The initial values
PA

of M^ could not be measured. However, a t»lot of the change In3 at
this large initial Sc is given in Figare 27. By inference, it may
be theorized from Figure 27 that tlie lovrer the speed and the greater the
eanount of derivative control, the more extreme the demands or require-
ments on the propeller control mechenism vri.ll be. This particular
characteristic of response using derivative control sr.ould definitely
be investigated further. One v;ay measurements of this phenomena could
be easily accomplished xri.th the differential analyzer is by changing
Uae time base.
It is realized that the turbo prop control problem is very
complex and has not been solved to anyone's complete satisfaction to
date, as is evidenced by the fact that the first production turbo prop
systeci in the United States has only recoitly been installed in the
Navy's XP5Y. This investigation has been based on possibly rudlmentery
considerations but a sincere attempt has been made to be as general as
possible. It is realized that the investigation is not complete and
that certain other approaches are desirable, even though not possible
to investigate, due to lack of time. A discussion of some of these
other considerations follov/So
A complete system analysis would necessarily consider the
remaining variable not touched upon in this investigation, namely
turbine bucket temperature. Such a system, as visualized by tiie autliors,
would introdice liiis variable as a limit to fuel flow ratOo '.Vhat the
fimcticnal relationship bet/zeen fuel flow rate and temperature should
be or mi£jit be has not been investi^^jated. Hcw/ever, it is apparent th.at
rate of change of fuel flov; rate must be so limited, regardless of
P7

throttle quadrant novament, to values such that tenroerature limita-
tions ^9ill not be exceeded. In any event, the result would be less
stringent than a step input of fuel flow, as is being used in this
investigation, and results herein obtained should therefore be con-
servative.
One basic assunption was to consider rotationed speed
governed exclusively by propeller blade angle. One problem envisioned
in such an assianption would be in the case of simultaneous scheduling
of RTM and fUel flow, whida is in reality necessary as mentioned in
the section on the derivation of aropeller data (III C), In this case,
an increase in setting of fuel flow and RHJ simultaneously would cause
an initial decrease in blade angle due to the underspee^ condition,
res\ilting in an initially lo/rer rather than higher torque and probably
also in mere extreme oscillations, A discussion of this is jiven in
Ref. 2.
Propeller blade angle control of RPM is not, however, the
only approach possible, although seemingly the most feasible and practi-
cable, An alternate approach as mentioned in Ref. (8), would cause fuel
flow to bo a function of RHw only, v/ith propeller blade angle controlling
the remaining variables.
No time lags, lost motion, or finite limitations on any of tbe
variables were considered. This would be of importance in a physical
Bj^tem where, for instance, a fi^ v/ere required instantaneously with
no time allowed for acceleration, but where the propeller governor
could only provide a lesser ^^ at a finite acceleration. Other
pioblems wo^old be caused by lost motion in linkages as in the propeller

cantrol mechanisin or in the reduction gearing and ^Iso the probability
that the fuel pump response would be non-linear and asymptotic to both
orieinal end new steady state values of fuel flow„
Such phenomena would have the effect of non-line arizing the
systeci with attendant effect on response. It is considered that, once
krovm, these limitations could be easily set up on the differential
analyser.
Another approach worthy of note v/ould be to make the danping
term in th e differential equation a function of one or pore variables,
theareby rnakiqg tlie danpir^ variable. For instance, it might be desir-
able to have Iot; danping fo,r large deviations from steady state and
high danping for small deviations from steady state. Such a system is
described in Ref. 9, where the dsffiiping term is proportional to
l/^a + h|t| "^
"^Mi) J 5 "being the error angle eq^ual to input angle minus
output angle (©. - © ). "niis results in the danping term approaching
1/a at very si.iall deviations from steady state v/ith lesser values at
larger deviationse -Vith such a system, very fast response can be ob-
tained with little or no overshoot. Such a system could theoretically
be set up for a turbo-prop system as herein analyzed since at steady '
state.
Also we know thet for this condition, d ~
'^a*
Therefore, changing notation, S = y .*"^ = G (at steady
^gj ^/ state )
.
Iliis means that the torque input to the system has a simple
proportionality relationship to a fictitious dj, which can then be
PQ

synthotized, enabling one to get t since f = ©. - 8 -, P would have
to be obtained by differentiation, a +
^/f/ '^ ^/f/ ^°-^ ^^^ reciprocal
•Biereof could then be obtained, possibly by using a servo multiplier.
Tliis v;ould eqx&l the proportionelity constant kp, getting back to the
notation of this investigation. The complete damping terai v;ould then
be
It is not denied that the design of a workable systaii
utilizing these principles would be difficult. Differentiation, inte-
gration, addition, svtb traction, multiplication, ond division of variables
waald have to be accomplished in the control instftllation^ Presentation
of ti.is information, therefore, is intended to siiow merely what might be
acco.iiplidied theoretically, using differential analyzer methods.
No effort has been made to indicate any physical hardware
which would be necessary to set up an actual control system on any of
the prerdses investigated or discussed, since this investigation deals
with investigation, not with design. It is considered, however, that
electronic differential analyzer non-linear conipon^its could be used in
an actual installation, receivii^ measured variables like rotational
speed, blade angle, torque, temperature, and fuel flov;. These variables
would be operated on, resulting in the formulation of correction sigials.
As visualized by Ihe autliors, one such systsm vxould operate with blade
engle Controlling rotational speed and temperature limiting fuel flov/.
This v/ould involve a differential analyzer component for the prc-oeller
control and one for the fuel ^eg^lator. Torque would limit change in
30

blade angle or fuel flow, or both, as deterrined -fco be desirable.
Since varie.ble da:nping f^ives tlie best reaponse, this might be incor-
porated in the propeller control. A movement of the tlirottle control
would then transmit new steady state values of RPLI end fuel flow to the
propeller control analyzer component and the fuel regjilator analyzer
component, respectively,. Response to these new steady state values
v/ould be acconpllshed in a minimum of time with no danger of exceeding
any design limit at ions<?
Such a systan would necesaaril:;- be complex and probably
difficult to maintain and, at present, would be very difficult to design.
Such a prospect should not be neglected, however, since it seeiTis to have






lo The electronic differential analj^zer presents an excellent means
for the analysis of the requirenents of a control systera, such
as that for a turbo-prop power plant, in which the complexity and
interaction of the variables inakes mathematical analysis imprac-
tical.
2. The application of an electronic differential analyzer for the
control of the turbo-prop power plant should be investigated.
3. The natural-daaping of the turbo-prop power plant is insufficient
for proper re^onse without augmentati on by artificial raeanso
4, By requiring tShe propeller pitch control to change pitch at a rate
proportional to the engine offspeed and its integral, adequate
system response can be obtained for any one operating condition
by the proi)er choice of the prop pitch control proportionality
coos tents. But, at other operating conditions, the response may
not be satisf actoryo
5, By requiring the propeller pitch control to chenge pitch at a rate
proportional to the ermine offspeed, its integral, and its
sp.

derivative, a consistent systoTi response at all operf.ting
conditions may be appi-o ached by the addition of the proper
ainoint of derivative control.
60 The propeller pitch rate and acceleration should be limited to
prscticjQ. vedues to determine the effect on the response of t}i.e
systans oaployed in this investieation.
7. It is recommended that a further ixivestisation of the control
sirs tan requirar.:ent a inclvjde:
a. Turbine bucket ta'^perature as q variable.
b. The effects of control tine la{:s and dead time
in "tiie system.
c. A study of other types of r.-ropeller pitch control
to determine ttie optinum t:rpe of conti-ol, includ-
ing non-linear requirements.
d. A study of a syatcxi in v;hich a turbine fuel flo^v
ilcvcxnoT is used in place of the --propeller blade
ai£le governor visualised in tliis investi^-ation.
e. A stiidy of the control syctsn response over v;ide
ranges of po.jer utilizing a scheduling procedure
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Section III C. Selection of Propeller
Determination of ^/»p «"«' Wp^
D = prop, dianeter = 10 ft.
i = 11.35
Asaume: V = 300 TJFH = 440 ft/sec







Section III E. Evaluetion of Constants^(
I = 129 it), ft. ^ = 4.006 slug ft.^
_|. 3 2^—- = 0.542 slug ft.^
r (llo35}'^
\ 2
I ^ -g- = 4.008 + 0.542 = 4.550 slug ft.
e ^d
Hv£luQtion of Coefficients for Differential Equations
ikssuming: V = 300 rSH
Jle » 13,000 RHi )- Operating Condition
\A^ = l/.OO Ib/hr
From Figure <:









^2 = le "^ ~[^ = '^^^ ^^"^1 ^^^
slhh /r
a,.^,%,= 5^(+.«J=//3.8 i^




_^f_ _ "^-^^ = ^, ^ r *^
^1 (^^ fiitj
^1 = ^^n," "-e^^ ' '/^

For Sten 2
Assiitnin^: > = 0.6
^^= 5 rad/sec.
5SD.C, = 20(yfx>
= [; y- 2. ][4.ss] =l5.i5 su^ft'-



















Section IV, Reduction of Data from Oscillograpli Traces
Ebcemple
:
Calculation of maximum torque for Step 2 with
^«: Oc6, ^ =5 rad/sec, 7 « 300 MEH and 200 :o D.C. :X * n ' ' o
Maximvun displacement in millimeters from trace = 13.3 IM
Calibration = 20 mq/volt
Attenuation = 100
Multiplication factor = 1 (indicated on Figure 19)
q^^ = {13.3 mm) (volt/20 mm) (100) (1) = 66o5 volte





I. Perfomance Data for the T. G. 100.
II, iropeller Data.
IIIc Differential Equation Coefficients
?
IV. Data for Step !<,
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Coefficients for DiFFEHErjiiAu EauAJioiys
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1, Schematic diagram. Turbo-prop povrer plant,
2. lerforEnance Data at Sea Level for the TG 100.
5. ilngine Torque versxas Engiiie Speed for 7 = 100 LiH vrith
w_ as parairietor.
4. 3ngine Torque versus Engine Speed for V » 300 Mffl with
w as parameter. **
5o Engine Torque vorsus Sngine Speed for V = 500 MPH with
w as parameter.
6. Propeller Chsracteristics; C V3 V/nD.
7. Engine Torque versus Engine Speed for V ^- 100 fPH with
/9 as pyr.'rr.eter.
8. Eiigine Torque versus Engine Speed for V = 300 ITR with
/3 as parameter.
9. Engine Torque versus Engine Speed for V = 500 ITE with
3 as parometer,
10. Encine Torque versus/^ for 7 = 100 MB vath Engine Speed
(/Ig) as parameter. '
11. Engine Torque versus /^ for 7 = 500 ITB. with Engine Speed
i He) as parameter. '
12. iSngine Torque versus/? for 7 = 500 MPH with Engine Speed
{I\q) as parameter
o
13. Typical Electronic Differential Analyzer Set-up.
14. Oscillograph solutions of the variable {Jl^-Jla ) for Step I.

K-
15. Oscillograph solutions of the variable q = (^i -Q ) for Step I.
16. Oscillograph solutions of the variable ^f^^if^'f^) for Step I,
17. Oscillograph solutions of the variable "i^ for Step I.
3.S, Differential Analyzer Circuit Dlagranio
19. Oscillograph record of a typical step input,
20. IheoreticrJL effect of derive tive control on damping ratio at
various flight velocities.
21. Oscillograph solutions of the variable {11^ -Jlc_) for Step II,
22. Oscillograph solutions of the veriable q, = ( ^.-"i ) for Step IIoG e
23. Oscillograph solutions of the veriable Jl^ = (/3~/^) for Step II,
24. Oscillogre^h solutions of the variable & for Step II.
25. Peak response characteiTi sties - Step I.
26. Peak response chcracteristics - Step II,























TYPE TG-100 AIRCRAFT GAS TDHBISE
FOR PROPELI£R DRIVE
PERFORMANCE DATA AT SEA LEVEL
F - p
GAS TUIBIHE » 13000 RPM
RAM EFFICIEHCT » 90$
HACi ATMOSPHERE
300 ^00
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